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Introduction

The Annual Report for 2016 is provided to the community of Cook School as an account of the school's operations and
achievements throughout the year. 

It provides a detailed account of the progress the school has made to provide high quality educational opportunities for
all students, as set out in the school plan. It outlines the findings from self–assessment that reflect the impact of key
school strategies for improved learning and the benefit to all students from the expenditure of resources, including equity
funding.

Dave Hobson B Ed. in Special Education (Honours)

Principal

School contact details

Cook School
Rawson Ave
Loftus, 2232
www.cook-s.schools.nsw.edu.au
cook-s.School@det.nsw.edu.au
8539 7155

Message from the Principal

I am proud to lead Cook School, and I take particular pride in the achievements of the staff, students and our wider
school community. 2016 was another year of significant change and growth for the entire Cook School community. Our
new school logo was introduced at the commencement of the year. Stylised leaves form the shape of the school's initials.
The leaves are symbolic as they represent new growth, but also reference the tree from our previous logo, respecting our
past. The colours reflect our peaceful bushland setting. With the new logo came a new school uniform, designed by our
students, which they have been proud to wear every day.

Many of the substantial Department of Education reforms came into place during 2016, and much of our common daily
practice changed as a result. Our 2016 School Plan set genuinely high standards for us to work as a team to implement
renewal to almost every aspect of our school. 

During 2016, Cook School continued to expand our successful academic and wellbeing programs. Key achievements
include:

 • 6 of our students successfully transitioning back to referring schools upon completion of the Cook School program
 • 4 of our students successfully continuing their studies at alternate education settings
 • 100% of our Year 10 students achieving a ROSA
 • 100% of our Year 10 students transitioning successfully to further studies or full time employment
 • 60% reduction in student suspensions, from 2014 levels
 • 82.5% reduction in spending on short term staff relief, from 2013 levels
 • School receiving a grant from Tradies, Gymea to pilot an Occupational Therapy program for primary school

students
 • Significant upgrades to the school site and facilities to provide further specialist support for students, including the

construction of passive, calming spaces 
 • Further expansion of school programs, with all staff members leading action projects, including the establishment

of a school café, clinics with NSW Health, more detailed student learning assessment processes, expanded work
readiness and work experience programs, significant investment in ICT infrastructure and improved integration and
school support practices.

Many of these projects aim to engage students in ways which are responsive to student needs, providing opportunities
for them to improve their participation in schooling, gain higher academic outcomes and greater levels of
self–confidence.

Our staff are exemplary. Every day they demonstrate peerless dedication, innovation and resilience. I am honoured to
work alongside them. Together we are are committed to to providing a safe, high achieving, inclusive environment,
where all students are nurtured and encouraged to achieve their personal best in all they do, through the implementation
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of personalised learning plans that incorporate quality teaching practices. 

I would like to also thank our dedicated and vibrant school community for their ongoing support – parents and carers,
referring home schools, community members and organisations, our educational services team, support agencies and
PCYC, our staff and most of all our students, who give us the  desire to continually improve what we do.

Our 2015–2017 School Plan maps out an ambitious path to build upon the school’s success and plan for its future. It is
underpinned by three key elements that promote the quality teaching and learning programs that our students, staff,
parents and community value and appreciate. The following report will outline these elements in further detail.
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School background

School vision statement

"Cook School strives to create confident, respectful and responsible students that contribute positively to their
community, through the provision of a quality education that is supportive, engaging and consistent."

Cook School is committed to improving educational and post school outcomes for students that have not experienced
success in a mainstream schooling environment. Our specialist staff are committed to enabling students to break down
the barriers to their learning as well as closely supporting their referring schools by upskilling staff and assisting learning
support teams to better cater for a wide variety of student support needs. Cook School actively supports families by
linking them with appropriate support networks and agencies through NSW Health.

School context

Cook School is a NSW DoE facility established in 2002 to provide support for students who have been identified by their
mainstream school as those who could benefit from the intensive educational and social support of a specialist setting.

Cook School runs two distinct specialist programs. There are a maximum of 14 places for students in Years K–6 that
present with a diagnosed mental health support need, and a maximum of 21 places for students in Years 5–10 who
typically demonstrate challenging behaviours in the classroom. Student enrolment takes place via an external selection
panel. The school aims to deliver a program designed to help students learn to better manage their approach to learning
and successfully integrate back into regular schools.

Cook School sets challenging, yet attainable goals for all students. The emphasis is to provide students with a safe and
caring environment in which they can access quality teaching and learning and be supported in making positive informed
choices. Cook School operates on an integration model, with students initially attending four days and integrating into
home schools or work placements one day per week. Students engage in the program at Cook School from four, to a
maximum of six school terms.

Self-assessment and school achievement

Self-assessment using the School Excellence Framework

This section of the Annual Report outlines the findings from self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework,
school achievements and the next steps to be pursued.

This year, our school undertook self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework. The framework supports
public schools throughout NSW in the pursuit of excellence by providing a clear description of high quality practice
across the three domains of Learning, Teaching and Leading.

Cook School staff have discussed the School Excellence Framework and its implications for informing, monitoring and
validating our journey of excellence. Improvement processes and projects from each of our Strategic Directions were
mapped against the School Excellence Framework, in each of the domains of Learning, Teaching and Leading. Upon
mapping the School Excellence Framework against our 2015–2017 School Plan it became evident that most of our focus
falls into the Learning domain, with projects and processes being split almost evenly into each of the elements. 

In the Learning domain of the School Excellence Framework the most significant growth from our 2016 self–assessment
were in the areas of ‘Learning Culture’ and ‘Assessment and Reporting’. 

Projects that fell largely in this domain include our: 

•    Assessment Project, which aims to improve the use of diagnostic and norm–referenced assessment of student
literacy and numeracy abilities in order to better plan appropriate PLP goals, and provide referring schools with an
effective student handover package; 

•    Barista project, which aims to address student transition and wellbeing needs in a functional work readiness
program; 

•    Sensory project which aims to address our younger cohort’s learning requirements by assisting the development of
sensory regulation through a strong partnership with an Occupational Therapist; 
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•    Re–integration project, which seeks to build efficient, evidence–based structures for integration back into home
schools, as well as upskill staff from referring schools;

•    Clinic Project, which provides wraparound supports for student wellbeing by linking families with appropriate health
services, and lastly our; 

•    PBL Project, which commenced during 2016, and has informed our new wellbeing procedures and is providing a
clear framework in the more explicit teaching of expectations of student behaviour.

A large number of our projects address the ‘Wellbeing’ element in the Learning domain. Cook School aims to implement
an effective whole–school approach to wellbeing that has clearly defined behavioural expectations creating a positive
teaching and learning environment.  Initial evidence of impact of these projects and measures include increased
attendance among our student body and a 60% reduction in suspensions compared to 2014 figures. 

In the Teaching domain of the School Excellence Framework our most significant areas of growth were ‘Effective
Classroom Practice’, ‘Data Skills and Use’ and Collaborative Practice’.

During 2016, our Curriculum Project has seen the school transform its High School teaching methodology, cancelling
distance education and developing our own high–interest self–contained lessons. Student engagement has improved
significantly, evidenced by a dramatic decline in executive referrals for disruptive behaviour in the classroom. Students
have been vocal about their preference for the new style of curriculum delivery, which they view as better preparation for
meeting the challenges of integration. Staff have indicated that they feel more engaged by the curriculum content and
empowered in the classroom. 

Our Quality Teaching and Learning project has sought to meet the ‘Learning and Development’ and ‘Professional
Standards’ elements of the Teaching domain by introducing mentoring processes to build teacher capacity and establish
effective frameworks for teacher performance and development. 

Our PBL project is also capturing rich data related to student ability to manage low–level frustrations and behaviours in
order to better design personalised goals and interventions. 92% of teaching staff reported that they believe they have
received enough training to be equipped to fully implement PBL during 2017. 

In the Leading domain of the School Excellence Framework the ‘Leadership’ and ‘School Resources’ elements saw the
most growth during 2016. Processes for strategically managing financial and human resources were further developed
and the school’s financial situation has improved accordingly. ICT equipment and teaching resources are equitably
distributed throughout the school and a thorough audit of teaching resources was undertaken to minimise duplication.
The school also sought new revenue streams for equipment and playground upgrades through the local community.
Efficiency improvements in the school timetable, along with rotation of teaching duties and upskilling of staff has seen
expenditure on short term casual relief staffing drop by 82.5% from 2013 levels.

The school now has a long term road–map for resource acquisition and site upgrade, which is currently under
implementation. The development of purposeful leadership roles has also been a feature of the school, with staff teams,
led by teachers, each assuming ownership for implementing a whole–school project. 

Across the 14 elements of the School Excellence Framework, Cook School demonstrated a significant improvement in
six during 2016. This self–assessment process against identified benchmarks will further assist the school to refine the
strategic priorities in our School plan leading to significant improvements in the delivery of education to our students.

For more information about the School Excellence Framework:

http://www.dec.nsw.gov.au/about–the–department/our–reforms/school–excellence–framework
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Strategic Direction 1

Student learning is meaningful, personalised, connected and engaging for all students.

Purpose

To provide a learning environment that has high expectations for student achievement. Students will be productively
engaged in tasks that are relevant to assessed needs and continually challenged to meet personal academic and social
goals. Students will value educational opportunities and work collaboratively with staff to engender a school wide culture
of respect and success.

Overall summary of progress

During 2016, under this strategic direction Cook School focused on 5 key projects: Positive Behaviour for Learning
(PBL), Assessment, Barista, Sensory and Integrated Computer Technology (ICT).

PBL Project

The Ultimo PBL team trained the entire staff during four sessions at Cook School. The school community elected a PBL
team who collaborated with staff in order to devise new whole school student wellbeing practices. Expectation matrixes
were constructed as well as student incentive procedures designed to promote positive behaviours. Data collection
systems were also developed in order to best monitor program success. School is ready for PBL implementation during
Term 1, 2017.

Assessment Project

 All staff received onsite training to implement and interpret the results of ACER PAT Assessments by the project leader.
All students completed the assessments during 2016, the results of which are informing student academic reports as well
as curriculum planning with appropriate adjustments.  During the year, the school trialed an Early Years assessment
package from ACER for our younger students and as a result will continue to utilise this tool in the future. All Primary
aged students undertook a reading program based on PM Benchmarks. We expended significant funding to better
resource the school with both digital and physical PM readers, which are in daily use across the K–6 side of the school.

Barista Project

Multi–Purpose room redeveloped into Café space. Students designed and painted a mural on the wall. High School
students are now taking part in daily café operations (30 mins). Staff received TAFE certification in both Barista and Food
Safety.  Restaurant style ordering systems established and student financial literacy and book keeping skills are
developing. Due to age of student cohort in 2016, barista accreditation did not take place, but is planned for 2017.

Sensory Project

An experienced Occupational Therapist delivered onsite training to all staff prior to commencing a weekly intervention
aimed to assist students with work habits, emotional regulation and sensory imput processing. Occupational Therapy
Program was funded by the generous support of Tradies Club, Gymea.  An outdoor calm area was established for
student use, this required installation of an access door in the rear of the administration building and the partial removal
of a fence to open the space up for student use. Work also began on a sensory garden area and equipment was
purchased, such as a trampoline, raised garden beds and picnic tables. Sensory garden was partially funded through a
government Eco Grant. Indoor calming spaces were established containing aroma therapy infusers, soft furnishings and
specialised equipment, such as weighted blankets. Students are utilising indoor and outdoor calm areas every day. Early
evidence indicates a reduction in dysregulated behaviours requiring a response from school executive.

ICT Project

Local Area Network (LAN) and (Wireless Access Points (WAPs) were significantly upgraded during 2016. All classrooms
are now receiving gigabit speeds to the desktop as well as dedicated wireless coverage. Staff received TPL on utilising
wireless technology in the classroom. An ICT Hub was established in the Admin block for staff use and iPad
management systems were rolled out across the school. An additional interactive digital display was also purchased and
installed for class use. Roller blinds were purchased for another demountable building so that the interactive display
could be adequately viewed at all times of the day.
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Progress achieved this year Funds Expended
(Resources)

100% of staff clearly understand
and implement Positive
Behaviour for Learning strategies
and procedures.

During 2016 all staff members completed the four
day PBL training. A PBL committee was established
and significant portions of SDD time was spent
developing student wellbeing systems and
designing a matrix of behaviour expectations.
Implementation of PBL to commence in 2017.

$1,500

3x Staff Development Days

90% of students experience a >
30% reduction in executive
behaviour referrals during a 12
month period.

New data taking systems to measure frequency and
range of inappropriate behaviours were established
in 2016. Initial findings are demonstrating a
significant reduction in individual student referrals
over the course of 12 months. Additionally there
has been a 60% reduction in student suspensions
since 2014.

Barista Project – $3,156

Occupational Therapy –
$19,500 (ClubsGrant)

Sensory Project – $4,500

ICT Project – $8,344

100% of students demonstrate a
measurable improvement in
Literacy and Numeracy
competencies during a 12 month
period.

All staff received onsite training to implement and
interpret the results of ACER PAT Assessments by
the project leader. All students completed the initial
assessments during 2016, the results of which are
informing student academic reports as well as
curriculum planning with appropriate adjustments.
2017 testing will determine improvement levels.

Assessment Project –
$2,700

Next Steps

PBL

New PBL based student wellbeing framework will be launched in Term 1 2017 in draft form. Expectation matrixes and
explicit teaching of appropriate behaviours will commence during Term 2. Teacher and student feedback, as well as data
analysis will take place during Semester 2 prior to finalising procedures and publishing documentation.

Assessment

A new ACER PAT assessment aimed at Early Stage 1 and Stage 1 students will be purchased by the school for use with
our younger cohort. Teachers will receive training on the use of this assessment as well as using PAT Assessment data
to inform student reports. By the end of 2017 it is expected that all teaching staff will be proficient in the delivery,
interpretation and analysis of these assessments tools and using them to inform the teaching, learning and reporting
cycle.

Barista

2017 will see all staff trained by accredited organisation to supervise food preparation as well as barista service. Further
development of the financial literacy component will see students utilising cash management systems and stock control
procedures.

Sensory

The Sensory Project will see further expansion during 2017, due to involvement from both a corporate and academic
partner. Cook School will be working with a consortium of specialist schools to continue trials of Occupational Therapy
within classrooms as part of a University study. Significant upgrades to our primary school grounds to provide a variety of
active and passive spaces will also commence during 2017. A student lunchtime gardening club is also due to
commence in 2017.

ICT

The ICT Project has largely focused on ensuring equity of access to ICT equipment and infrastructure across the school.
During 2017, all learning spaces will have an interactive whiteboard installed. New computers will be purchased, and the
school will purchase additional mobile technology as required.
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Strategic Direction 2

Successful student transition through collaborative case management.

Purpose

To work collaboratively with a wide range of relevant multi–disciplinary stakeholders in order to ensure successful
student transition to school, vocational training, workplace or alternate pathway. Students will develop confidence in their
abilities and be well prepared to meet the challenges of their transition setting.

Overall summary of progress

During 2016, under this strategic direction Cook School focused on 3 key projects: Reintegration, Work and Community
Access and the Cook School Clinics

Reintegration Project

New enrolment procedures with a greater emphasis on the partnership between Cook School and mainstream settings
were published in draft form, following consultation with stakeholders. Weekly integration visit meetings are forming part
of teacher meetings to ensure better coverage of support to referring schools. A redesigned Home/School
communication book is allowing for structured and consistent communication between referring school and Cook School
for Primary School students.  A new school uniform was designed and became mandatory for High School students,
ensuring more consistent expectations between Cook School and referring schools in relation to uniform policy. 6
students successfully transitioned back to a mainstream education setting on a permanent full time basis. 4 students
transitioned to specialist long term supported High School placements. 1 student transitioned to the work place.

Work and Community Access Project

Students and staff members took part in WorkCover General Construction training. Year 10 students took part in weekly
work experience activities in the automotive, hospitality and construction industries. Senior students met with careers
advisors from their referring schools. Selected students took part in 5 week Certificate II Bricklaying course. Exiting
senior students worked with Support Teacher Transition to link to post school options.

Cook School Clinic Project

The School Counsellor was trained in the administration of the Conners Assessment. Cook School received a new
counsellor in the latter half of 2016 who has taken over all organisational aspects of the clinics. Cook School is also now
in a new counsellor group which sees us supported by a different Senior Psychologist Education (SPE) who has also
been closely involved in the clinics. School Clinics were held each term with personnel relevant to each particular student
case. Our Network Specialist Facilitator is now chairing all clinics. In addition to NSW Health personnel, as of the end of
2016 the Family Referral Service now have a position at each clinic. Feedback following each clinic has assisted to refine
the process. Clinic participants have been selected for Term 1, 2017.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Progress achieved this year Funds Expended
(Resources)

All integrating students
successfully return to their
mainstream schools with an
improved ability to manage their
own behaviours and engage in
the teaching and learning
process.

 6 students successfully transitioned back to a
mainstream education setting on a permanent full
time basis. 4 students transitioned to specialist long
term supported High School placements. 1 student
transitioned to the work place.

Reintegration – $470

3 Days Teacher release

Cook School Clinic established
and operational each term,
delivering coordinated service
provision to improve outcomes for
students and families with
complex support needs.

Cook School held two clinics each term during
2016. Each clinic assisted in the delivery of
coordinated service provision to students and
families with complex support needs. Very positive
feedback has been received, which is detailed later
in this report.

$400
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Next Steps

Reintegration

New weekly communication procedures between Cook School staff and referring high school personnel will be
established. We will also review procedures around following up student integration sheets and formalise procedures
around the role of staff observing students on integration visits.

Work and Community Access

Project leaders will liaise with local businesses to build database of potential work experience placements. Students to
engage in 'Get into VET' courses throughout 2017. Cook School Work Readiness documentation will be developed and
procedures will be piloted.

Cook School Clinic

The Family Referral Service will be engaged for a regular position at Clinics. Cook School counsellor will coordinate a
network of EDBD counsellors interested in peer reviewing processes for EDBD settings. Clinic feedback to be collated
and documentation to be refined following peer review.
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Strategic Direction 3

Staff are high performing collaborative and innovative.

Purpose

Our teachers will consistently demonstrate best practice in curriculum delivery, equipping students with the skills required
to be 21st Century learners. Through effective support structures, whole school organisation and reflective planning, staff
will be prepared to deliver an exceptional schooling experience for students. Management structures will be transparent,
value inclusivity and build leadership density across the school community.

Overall summary of progress

During 2016, under this strategic direction Cook School focused on 3 key projects: Policy and Welfare Framework,
Quality Teaching and Learning and Curriculum

Policy and Welfare Framework Project

All student enrolment procedures were reviewed, and new documentation was created to better explain the program to
stakeholders. New reintegration procedures and documentation were established and communicated to the wider school
community. Student wellbeing procedures were reviewed and as a consequence of the school embarking on Positive
Behaviour for Learning (PBL) an entirely new student wellbeing program was drafted, scheduled to commence in 2017.
In addition the school met all audit requirements and provided substantial relevant evidence to the AZT tool.

Quality Teaching and Learning Project

All teaching staff set goals in line with personal interests and school plan and actively sought out professional learning
both within and external to the school in order to meet goals. All staff met with Principal three times over the course of
the annual PDP cycle. A draft package for staff detailing documentation expectations, timelines and NESA requirements
was developed by our Assistant Principal and will be in place from Term 1, 2017.

Curriculum Project

An audit of teaching resources was conducted throughout the school in order to identify curriculum resource gaps. All
teaching resources were moved to a centralised location to facilitate teacher access, and new resources were purchased
in line with new curricula. The school cancelled Distance Education enrolment for Stages 4 and 5 and wrote new scope
and sequences and lesson plans for all core subjects. Teacher taught Stage 4 and 5 lessons commenced delivery in
Term 4. Immediate, measurable improvement in High School student engagement with curriculum followed. Primary
school teaching staff also received professional learning related to the introduction of the Geography syllabus.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Progress achieved this year Funds Expended
(Resources)

100% of staff engaged in quality
professional development and
reaching professional goals
tailored to meet the needs of the
students in the school.

Staff actively moving forward with Personal
Development Plans and supported by executive to
meet DoE, NESA and school expectations
regarding all aspects of their professional
documentation. Staff are accessing relevant and
quality professional learning.

Policy and Welfare Project
– $3,300

Quality Teaching and
Learning Project – $1000

All staff aligned to the goals
within the school plan and
actively supporting its successful
implementation.

All staff actively supporting implementation of
school plan through leadership of or involvement in
identified projects under the 2015–2017 Cook
School Plan.

Policy and Welfare Project
– $3,300

Quality Teaching and
Learning Project – $1000

Increasing level of teaching staff
demonstrating confidence in
Australian Curriculum delivery.

Expansion of teaching resources K–10. Cook
School no longer utilises Distance Education
services for curriculum delivery. High School
students engaging positively in locally designed
teaching programs, with appropriate adjustments
and modifications, taught by Cook School staff. 

Curriculum Project – $4760
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Next Steps

Policy and Welfare Framework

Review, finalise and publish documentation relating to enrolment procedures, reintegration, student wellbeing and staff
supervision and development.

Quality Teaching and Learning

Review PDP timetable procedures. Staff members to complete TPL around lesson observations. Implement draft
procedures for staff documentation expectations. Review supervision and documentation policy implementation,
following feedback from staff. Commence SASS PDP process.

Curriculum

Weekly curriculum meetings with high school staff in order to closely monitor student learning during pilot program.
Implement procedure for daily written evaluations of all lessons. Write units of work to cover Terms 3 and 4, 2017.
Review resource requirements and make purchasing decisions.
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Key Initiatives Impact achieved this year Resources (annual)

Aboriginal background loading Aboriginal background loading was expended
flexibly, supporting many projects throughout
the school during 2016. In particular, funds
were used to support the implementation of
the personalised learning plans for identified
aboriginal students and the design and
construction of an Aboriginal inspired mural in
our high school multipurpose room and
several aboriginal inspired artworks in our
primary school. In addition, celebration
activities for NAIDOC Week and Harmony
Day were also funded through this loading.
The bulk of these monies were spent in
support of the curriculum, clinic and
assessment projects.

$5988

Socio–economic background The entirety of this funding allocation was
expended on the implementation of the three
Strategic Directions within the Cook School
2016 School Plan. Through these programs
suspension rates are down by almost 60%
and students are experiencing a significant
reduction in time out of class and
demonstrating higher levels of engagement
with curriculum. Some minor building and
maintenance works have also been achieved
through the use of this allocation.

$8,848
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Student information

Student enrolment profile

Enrolments

Students 2013 2014 2015 2016

Boys 19 21 19 20

Girls 7 4 4 2

Cook School's enrolment is capped at 35 students in
accordance with the NSW DoE requirements of a 1:7
teacher to student staffing ratio for specialist settings
catering for student with emotional disturbance or
behaviour disorder.

As enrolment is processed by Educational Services,
through the Ultimo Operational Directorates EDBD
panel, according to need, actual student numbers can
fluctuate significantly throughout the year. The above
table shows a record of the number of students enrolled
at the school on the day the census data was taken. A
total of 34 students were enrolled at some time
throughout 2016.

Management of non-attendance

Programs at Cook School are designed to promote
school attendance and engagement. Student
attendance and engagement can be impacted by a
range of factors, which are often mitigated over time by
appropriate individualised support.

Student attendance rates for 2016 demonstrated further
improvement from 2014 levels, particularly with respect
to unexplained absences.

Parents or carers of students in the High School
program are usually contacted each day a student is
absent, and a digital attendance marking system
generates reports based on attendance patterns and
punctuality, notifying executive staff of attendance
concerns. Home School Liaison Officers and Learning
and Wellbeing personnel are engaged for students
whose attendance patterns become of concern.

Due to the short term placement of students at Cook
School, longitudinal tracking of attendance does not
provide data of statistical significance.

Post-school destinations

Proportion of
students moving
into post-school
education, training
or employment

Year
10%

Year
11%

Year
12%

Seeking
Employment

Employment 50

TAFE entry

University Entry

Other 50

Unknown

The Cook School program finishes at the end of Year
10. At the close of 2016, 50% of graduating Year 10
students transitioned from Cook School into full time
employment. The other 50% of graduating Year 10
students attained a Year 11 position at an alternative
education setting in order to continue their studies.

Workforce information

Workforce composition

Position FTE*

Principal 1

Assistant Principal(s) 2

Classroom Teacher(s) 5.5

Teacher Librarian 0.2

School Administration & Support
Staff

7.82

Other Positions 0.2
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*Full Time Equivalent

At present there are no staff members at Cook School
that identify as having Aboriginal or Torres Strait
Islander heritage.

Workforce retention

During 2016 both a substantive Assistant Principal and
the School Administration Manager were seconded to
higher duties positions at Educational Services and
another school respectively. These positions have been
temporarily filled for the duration of the secondments. A
temporary class had its duration extended for the year,
continuing the temporary positions of an extra teacher
and school learning support officer. 

Teacher qualifications

All teaching staff meet the professional requirements
for teaching in NSW public schools. 

Teacher qualifications

Qualifications % of staff

Undergraduate degree or diploma 20

Postgraduate degree 80

Professional learning and teacher accreditation

One teacher completed accreditation at proficient level
in 2016. One teacher is maintaining accreditation at the
'Proficient Level', the remainder of teaching staff will
move into the new system of NESA accreditation in
2018.

Staff at Cook School completed extensive professional
learning during 2016. There were three whole school
staff development days and four three hour after school
sessions. The majority of staff indicated these
opportunities were highly beneficial to their practice.

Professional learning was aligned to Strategic
Directions and covered topics such as the use of ACER
PAT Assessments, Self Care, Mindfulness, consultation
on student placement procedures, Positive Behaviour
for Learning, introduction to the K–6 Geography
syllabus, as well as a session covering vicarious
trauma led by the Educational Services Director.

The executive team attended several training sessions
related to the reform agenda and evaluative practice.
The Principal, SAM and SAO attended significant
training in the use of the new financial and
administration processes due to the Learning
Management and Business Reform (LMBR) rollout in
Term 3.

Mandatory training for all staff included anaphylaxis,
H&S procedures and inductions, CPR, code of conduct
for teachers, child protection, emergency procedures,
bushfire awareness and ethical decision making.  

Financial information (for schools
using both OASIS and SAP/SALM)

Financial information

The three financial summary tables cover 13 months
(from 1 December 2015 to 31 December 2016). 

The financial summary consists of school income
broken down by funding source and is derived from the
school Annual Financial Statement. 

Income $

Balance brought forward 43 426.62

Global funds 101 813.37

Tied funds 48 058.62

School & community sources 3 168.90

Interest 1 013.17

Trust receipts 21.00

Canteen 0.00

Total income 197 501.68

Expenditure

Teaching & learning

Key learning areas 3 037.88

Excursions 0.00

Extracurricular dissections 6 540.45

Library 264.85

Training & development 0.00

Tied funds 50 965.36

Short term relief 9 190.21

Administration & office 21 266.23

School-operated canteen 0.00

Utilities 11 624.52

Maintenance 12 684.75

Trust accounts 21.00

Capital programs 0.00

Total expenditure 115 595.25

Balance carried forward 81 906.43

The information provided in the financial summary
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includes reporting from 1 November to 31 December
2016. 

2016 Actual ($)

Opening Balance 0.00

Revenue 106 136.42

(2a) Appropriation 102 362.68

(2b) Sale of Goods and
Services

145.44

(2c) Grants and Contributions 3 536.58

(2e) Gain and Loss 0.00

(2f) Other Revenue 0.00

(2d) Investment Income 91.72

Expenses -45 239.70

Recurrent Expenses -45 239.70

(3a) Employee Related -11 434.06

(3b) Operating Expenses -33 805.64

Capital Expenses 0.00

(3c) Employee Related 0.00

(3d) Operating Expenses 0.00

SURPLUS / DEFICIT FOR THE
YEAR

60 896.72

Balance Carried Forward 60 896.72

There is no opening balance recorded in the SAP
finance table. The opening balance for the school for
this reporting period is recorded as the Balance
Brought Forward in the OASIS table.

The OASIS Balance carried forward amount (ie, funds
on date of migration) is included in the (2a)
Appropriation amount in the SAP table.

Any differences between the OASIS Balance carried
forward and (2a) Appropriation amount is the result of
other accounts and transactions being included in the
(2a) Appropriation amount.

Cook School has a finance committee comprising the
SAM, SAO, Principal and Assistant Principal. All
purchases are brought before a weekly budget meeting
for approval.

2016 Actual ($)

Base Total 339 471.23

Base Per Capita 3 344.91

Base Location 0.00

Other Base 336 126.31

Equity Total 14 836.35

Equity Aboriginal 5 987.99

Equity Socio economic 8 848.36

Equity Language 0.00

Equity Disability 0.00

Targeted Total 1 131 419.05

Other Total 102 086.88

Grand Total 1 587 813.51

A full copy of the school’s financial statement is tabled
at the annual general meetings of the parent and/or
community groups. Further details concerning the
statement can be obtained by contacting the school.

School performance

NAPLAN

In the National Assessment Program, the results across
the Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 literacy and
numeracy assessments are reported on a scale from
Band 1 to Band 10. The achievement scale
represents increasing levels of skills
and understandings demonstrated in these
assessments.

Six students across Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 sat for
NAPLAN at Cook School during 2016. Due to the small
number of students and the nature of the short term
placement at Cook School, statistical data is not
available.

The My School website provides detailed information
and data for national literacy and numeracy testing.
Click on the link http://www.myschool.edu.au and insert
the school name in the Find a school and select GO to
access the school data.
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ROSA

All Cook School students who chose to leave formal
education after the completion of Year 10 were
awarded the ROSA. Due to the small number of
students in this cohort, detailed statistical performance
data is not available.

Parent/caregiver, student, teacher
satisfaction

Each year schools are required to seek the opinions of
stakeholders about the school. Their responses are
presented below.

During 2016, the school sought opinions of parents,
community members and teachers about the school
with a focus on our clinics and complex case
management practices. Clinic participants were given a
short six feedback form at the close of the meeting.
Respondents were asked to respond on a 5 point
continuum from 'Strongly Agree' to 'Strongly Disagree'
to the following statements.

1. I found the meeting useful

2. People in the meeting were helpful and friendly

3. I would be happy to participate in another meeting
like this

4. The length of the meeting was appropriate for
discussion and questions

5. I am happy with what was achieved at the meeting

6. I feel better equipped to work with the young person,
following this meeting

Participants included parents and caregivers, outside
support agency personnel such as FaCS Caseworkers,
OOHC Providers, staff from referring schools, staff from
mental health services attached to NSW Health, Cook
School staff members, psychologists and staff from

Educational Services. 

In response to the statement, 'I found the meeting
useful', 100% of respondents either Strongly Agreed or
Agreed. in response to, 'People in the meeting were
helpful', 100% of respondents also either 'Strongly
Agreed' or 'Agreed'. The statement, 'I would be happy
to participate in another meeting like this, had 100% of
respondents either strongly agreeing or agreeing. In
fact, 82% of participants indicated that they 'Strongly
Agree', clearly demonstrating that they value the
complex case management structure and purpose. 

Participants also felt that the length of time allocated to
the meetings is appropriate, with 97% of respondents
marking 'Strongly Agree' or 'Agree'.

Perhaps the most important statement in the survey
was, 'I am happy with what we were able to achieve at
the meeting'. In total, 91% of respondents indicated that
they either 'Strongly agree' or 'Agree'. It was particularly
pleasing to see every representative from a student's
referring school marked their response as 'Strongly
Agree', with several writing additional comments to
state that their understanding of the complexities facing
students had improved as a result of the complex case
management process. The last statement, 'I feel better
equipped to work with the young person, following this
meeting', had 82% showing agreement or strong
agreement. The remaining 18% marked that they
'neither agree nor disagree'. Upon closer inspection of
the data, the groups that responded ambivalently to this
question were those representing outside agencies and
professionals that had offered their professional
counsel at the clinic meeting, but are not continuing to
work with the young people in any ongoing capacity. 

Cook School is fortunate to receive many compliments
and messages of support from our community, an
example that stands out from 2016, was a comment
from a parent upon dropping their child off to the school
– "I hope you understand that the work you do here
absolutely changes families' lives. We cannot thank you
enough".
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Policy requirements

Aboriginal education

The Department of Education’s Aboriginal Education
policy aims to provide for all students an increased
knowledge and understanding of Aboriginal Australia
through the inclusion of Aboriginal histories, cultures
and languages in educational programs. Aboriginal
education and training is core business for all staff.

The national curriculum has identified the study of
Aboriginal andTorres Strait Islanders histories and
cultures as a cross curricula priority to include the three
concepts of Country, People and Cultures.

At Cook School, Aboriginal Education is embedded in
cross curriculum content within units of work and
through participation in specific events and initiatives
such as NAIDOC Week celebrations.

Aboriginal background funding provided through our
2016 RAM allocation allowed for the provision of course
fees for students to gain Work Health and Safety and
external credentials. An Aboriginal Educator visited
during NAIDOC week celebrations for both our primary
and high school students, and conducted several
activities which explored indigenous culture and
celebrations.

As in previous years, students at Cook School
researched and produced Aboriginal inspired art works
which reflected a respect and understanding of
Aboriginal art and culture. Students designed and
constructed several Aboriginal inspired murals in both
the high school and primary school.

A highlight of the year was the awarding of a Deadly
Kids Award to a Year 6 student for his consistent effort
and hard work at both Cook School and his referring
school. This was a proud moment for the student, our
schools and his family who were all in attendance at the
awards ceremony at the University of Technology,
Sydney.

Multicultural and anti-racism education

Cook School promotes an inclusive learning
environment where students and their families from all
cultural backgrounds are supported.Teaching and
learning at Cook School is culturally sensitive and
inclusive for all students.

Learning programs include topics and experiences that
are significant and relevant to our students to increase
engagement and connectedness to education and the
community.

The centerpiece for our celebration of multiculturalism
and cultural diversity was our Harmony Day celebration
in March, where all students took part in activities
celebrating the 2016 Harmony Day theme, ‘Diversity is
Our Strength’.

The Cook School community are proud to be culturally
diverse.  Wherever possible, staff and students are
encouraged to be aware and accepting of all cultures
and people. The school has an Anti–Racism Contact
Officer as well as strict policies on discrimination and
bullying.

Other school programs

Occupational Therapy Program

The focus of the Occupational Therapy program has
been to develop our students’ ability to control their
overall regulation. Whilst our younger students at Cook
School often present with challenging behaviours, they
do have the capacity to perform successfully in a formal
learning environment when their nervous systems are
calm, alert, safe and settled.

The aim of this program was to upskill the staff at Cook
School in using Occupational Therapy–based
strategies to identify the different ways in which
self–regulation difficulties manifest themselves in the
students, and to develop and implement tools and
strategies to help the students better regulate their
nervous systems to allow for improved overall
functioning and behavioural organisation.

The program has also aimed to upskill the students in
understanding the concepts behind self–regulation,
equipping them to take control of their own levels of
arousal, in order to make better choices throughout the
day.

The teachers and occupational therapist have worked
collaboratively in weekly sessions in each of our
primary school classrooms.

Each student’s family has completed a ‘Sensory Profile
2’ assessment, to identify sensory processing patterns
and provide a greater understanding of their
self–regulation needs and potential triggers. We have
also used The Zones of Regulation program as a
scaffold for teaching these skills to staff and students.
The program also draws on further evidence–based
practices and principles such as The Alert Program for
Self–Regulation, Self–Management Approach, DIR
Floortime Approach, Emotional Coaching and Trauma
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Informed Care.

We have developed a set of COPM Goals that allow us
to identify where a child is functioning in terms of their
understanding and practicing of the principles of
self–regulation. These goals also allow teachers to
identify areas of concern or further development for
each particular child.

It is hoped that in the future these goals will be used to
facilitate transitions back to mainstream schooling, and
to identify specific areas of support that the home
school will need to support a successful transition.

Cook School staff have enthusiastically embraced this
program and have been extremely receptive and
proactive in all associated training opportunities.

Funding for this program was generously donated by
Gymea Tradies Club, through Clubsgrants NSW.

Site Remediation and Murals

A significant focus of 2016 has been on making our
school feel more welcoming and giving students a voice
in its appearance. A large mural was designed and
completed with student assistance in the multi–purpose
room, murals featuring Dr Seuss characters were
painted on walls in the library, six murals depicting
aboriginal art inspired dreamtime pictures of native
animals were painted in our primary school playground,
a mural depicting safety responsibilities for our
trampoline was installed in the sensory garden, a
relaxing landscape mural has been painted in the
primary outdoor calm area and the front office now
contains a mural depicting our school logo. 

Parents, carer, staff and visitors have all commented on
the dramatic improvement in the visual appeal of the
school and the friendly atmosphere the artwork has
helped to create. Several more designs are in the
works for 2017. 
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